Abstract. The performance of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication systems is greatly increased by having channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter. In systems with no channel reciprocity, a limited feedback link is used to send the CSI from the receiver to the transmitter. However, the resources for the feedback link come at the expense of resources from the communications link. This paper studies the trade-off between accurate feedback and system performance for systems using different feedback techniques. The optimum feedback load is computed for different transmission schemes including time-division duplex (TDD) and frequency-division duplexing (FDD).
Introduction
The use of multiple antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver is known to increase the performance of a communication system greatly, in terms of capacity [1] and resilience to fading [2] . In order to maximize this performance increase, complete knowledge of the propagation channel is required. This is easily obtained at the receiver by means of a training signal and channel estimation techniques. However, at the transmitter, this is not possible if channel reciprocity does not hold. In this scenario a dedicated feedback link can be used to send the required channel state information (CSI) from the receiver to the transmitter.
There has been extensive research on quantization and feedback techniques for transmitting the CSI from the receiver to the transmitter. However, in most cases the performance analysis is evaluated without taking into account the cost of using feedback. If we take this cost into account explicitly it turns out that, while using a large amount of feedback improves the quality of the CSI available at the transmitter, it is not optimum from a perspective of system performance since the remaining radio resources available for the data link are lower. This is because the differential gain obtained by each additional feedback bit is a decreasing function and, eventually, it gets lower than the cost of dedicating an additional bit to feedback. In this paper we show that using low feedback rate is better than not using feedback at all and also better than using large amounts of feedback.
The paper is organized as follows. The system and signal models are given in section 2. Section 3 presents a review of available feedback strategies, and then the performance evaluation of the different techniques follows in section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the study of the trade-off between performance and allocation of radio resources between the data link and the feedback link. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
System and Signal Models
Let us consider a flat fading MIMO channel with n T and n R transmit and receive antennas, respectively, represented at time instant n by H(n) ∈ C nR×nT . The n R received signals at the same time instant, assuming a linear transmitter, can be expressed as
where x(n) ∈ C nS represents the n S streams of signals to be transmitted with E x(n)x H (n) = I, and B ∈ C nT ×nS is the linear transmitter matrix that must satisfy the mean transmit power constraint B 2 F ≤ P T ( · F stands for the Frobenius norm). Note that we explicitly indicate that the transmitter depends on the available estimate of the channel Gram matrix R H (n), where the exact matrix is R H (n) = H H (n)H(n) (the optimum precoding matrix B depends only on R H (n) as proved in [3] , [4] ). The additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the receiver is represented by w(n) ∈ C nR with E w(n)w H (n) = σ 2 w I. As a performance criterion we consider the packet transmission rate and also the mutual information using a Gaussian code, which is expressed as log 2 det I + 
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H R H , as will be explained later in section 5.
Review of Feedback Strategies
Since the performance of the transmission scheme with partial CSIT depends on the feedback strategy followed, we will briefly introduce the feedback techniques evaluated in this paper. We will consider both non-differential and differential types of feedback [5] , [6] .
Non-differential Feedback
The non-differential algorithms are based on the quantization of the CSI using a codebook, which is a set of precoding matrices that is known to the transmitter and the receiver. The receiver evaluates the performance for all the elements (codewords) in the set, and sends to the transmitter the index of the codeword that provides the best performance given the current channel. The main advantage of this technique is its simplicity, while its main drawback is that it does not exploit the correlation in time present in most real channels. There are different techniques to generate the codebook, such as the ones based on packaging in the Grassmannian manifold [7] or iterative procedures like in [5] . The techniques described in these references perform a quantization of the subspaces that correspond to the right eigenvectors of the channel matrix and do not consider the information of the individual eigenvalues. Consequently, the power allocation between spatial modes is constrained to be uniformly distributed.
Differential Feedback
A differential feedback strategy is based on a quantization of the difference between the last known value of CSI and the current value. Only the information related to the update in the CSI is fed back to the transmitter, and this improves greatly the performance in time correlated channels at the cost of some slight complexity increase. In this paper we will evaluate the differential algorithm explained in detail in [6] . This algorithm performs a quantization of the channel Gram matrix (R H = H H H), which is an Hermitian positive definite matrix by construction. The set of Hermitian positive definite matrices has the geometry of a convex cone [8] , and this technique exploits such geometry. The algorithm is composed of 3 steps, which are performed at every feedback update. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the steps for feedback interval n are defined as:
The receiver has a perfect knowledge of the current channel matrix H(n). Both the transmitter and the receiver know which is the last quantization of the channel Gram matrix sent through the feedback channel R H (n − 1). At the first feedback transmission the algorithm starts from the cone vertex: R H (0) = I ( Fig. 1 .a). -Step 1: Both the receiver and the transmitter generate a common set of Q geodesic curves 1 Γ i (t) (i = 1...Q) on the cone, having all of them the same initial point and with orthogonal directions
, which are determined by the C i matrices 3 ( Fig. 1 .b,c).
1 A geodesic curve is defined as the path connecting two points in the set with minimum distance and with all its points belonging to the set. Consequently, its expression depends on the geometry of the set. 2 The maximum number of orthogonal directions is given by the dimension of the set of Hermitian matrices, i.e., Q ≤ n 2 T . If the number of feedback bits is higher than log 2 (2n 2 T ), the additional directions will have the orthogonality constraint relaxed. 3 The quantization step is related to the norm of Ci and can be optimized for any scenario and mobility conditions. 
-Step 2: Each of these geodesic curves Γ i (t) is used to generate two candidates (Γ i (1) and Γ i (−1)) for the feedback in the next iteration ( Fig. 1.d ).
-Step 3:
The receiver evaluates the cost function for each of the candidates, selects the candidate that minimizes the cost function and sends the corresponding index i F B through the feedback channel to the transmitter ( Fig. 1.e) . The selected matrix will be used for the transmitter design and as the starting point in the next feedback computation (Fig. 1.f) .
Effect of Feedback on the Performance
This section will characterize, from a simulations perspective, the performance improvement achieved using the differential and non-differential feedback techniques described in section 3. We consider a random MIMO channel following a first-order autoregressive time variation model, which is described by the expression:
where matrices H(0) and N(n) are assumed to be independent and composed of i.i. is plotted in Fig. 3 . It is a decreasing function, which means that the first bit introduces a great gain and each successive bit used provides a smaller gain. In these figures the differential feedback algorithm from [6] is compared to a differential quantization algorithm applied directly to the channel response matrix H of the system instead of R H (so, the geometry of the convex cone corresponding to R H is not exploited).
The performance in terms of SNR is shown in Fig. 4 , considering the following setup: n T = 3, n R = 3, f D /f F B = 0.03 and a transmitted power of 1W. The simulations are averaged over 1000 channel realizations and show a performance that increases with the number of bits of feedback. The differential strategy provides a better result than the non-differential one because it exploits the temporal correlation of the channel. Fig. 5 considers the same scenario, but studies the bit-error-rate (BER) using a BPSK modulation. The curves show a large improvement in the BER when using feedback and in this case the differential scheme also outperforms the quantization based on codebooks because it exploits the correlation in time of the channel.
Resource Allocation between Data and Feedback Transmission
In section 4, we have evaluated the benefits of having CSI at the transmitter. In this section we will introduce in the system a variable for the cost of using feedback, in order to study the tradeoff between achievable communication performance and radio resource allocation between the feedback and the data link. In the case of time-division duplex (TDD), the resource that is shared between data and feedback link corresponds to the transmission time, whereas in frequency-division duplexing (FDD) the resource to be shared is the bandwidth. We will now see that to the purpose of resource allocation both schemes are dual, and we will optimize the resource allocation for the general case.
TDD and FDD Systems
In systems where different information streams share the same physical communications link, the available link resources have to be shared. In the case considered in this paper the data and feedback information share the pool of radio resources. We will consider two duplexing schemes: dividing the time axis in different time slots and assigning each slot to the transmission of either data or feedback information (TDD), and dividing the frequency axis in different bandwidth slots, corresponding to feedback or data transmission (FDD). For the equations describing these schemes we use the following notation:
-W t : total available bandwidth.
-W d : bandwidth dedicated to transmission of data. Frequency-division duplex. The FDD scheme features continuous transmission of data and feedback simultaneously, by dividing the total bandwidth available W t between the data and the feedback link, as depicted in Fig. 6 . In such a system, the maximum achievable data rate is given by the following expression, which is an increasing function of the available bandwidth W d :
Time-division duplex. On the other hand, the TDD scheme makes use of the complete bandwidth to transmit either data or feedback information 4 . The scheduling is performed in the time domain, i.e., there are time slots where all the bandwidth is devoted to sending data and in the other time slots all the bandwidth is dedicated to the feedback link, as depicted in Fig. 7 and a normalized doppler frequency of f D /f B = 0.05. In this simulation it was considered that each bit of feedback used required 1/18 of the available resources in order to obtain an error-free feedback transmission. These results show that, for this particular setup, the largest data rate is achieved by using 2 bits of feedback, i.e. assigning 2/18 of the resources to the feedback link and the remaining 16/18 to the data link.
A Practical Case
In this section we study a practical situation of single beamforming, featuring the transmission of frames with a fixed length of 18 bits. 2 of these bits are reserved for control and other information. Of the remaining L = 16 bits, N of them are used for feedback and the rest (L − N ) are used for data transmission, as depicted in Fig. 9 . Feedback bits Rate at the receiver (packets/frame) Fig. 10 . Average number of data packets received correctly for each frame
We now consider the optimum allocation of bits between the feedback and data links. Note that the transmission of feedback is done through a noise-free and delay-free link, and the transmission of data is done using a QPSK modulation in AWGN.
The data is transmitted in packets of L p bits. We assume that if there is a transmission error in one of the bits of the packet, the packet is discarded. This means that on average for each frame the number of packets received without errors is:
Following this expression, Fig. 10 shows the packet rate per frame for the case of P tx = 1, L = 16, L p = 8 and a 3 × 3 MIMO time variant channel with normalized Doppler of f D /f F B = 0.05. The results are averaged over 1000 channel realizations. The resulting curves show that, for the scenario considered, the best packet transmission rate is achieved when using a feedback load of 1 bit. This holds for the differential and also the non-differential feedback schemes.
Conclusions
This work presented an analysis of the resource allocation (time and bandwidth) between the data and the feedback link of a MIMO communication system. It is shown that, since resources for the feedback transmission come at a cost of resources for the data transmission, there is an optimum resource allocation strategy that maximizes system throughput. We considered non-differential and differential feedback algorithms, with special focus on the later, and performed simulations for different scenarios. The results show that a low rate feedback link is usually enough to provide almost all CSI to the transmitter, and the additional accuracy obtained by increasing the feedback load does not compensate for the loss in bits that would otherwise be used to transmit data.
